Welcome to NEO Software Release Version 3.8.2.97
Philips Strand Lighting has released a new version of software for the NEO lighting control
family of products. This software, version 3.8.2.97 is available for immediate download from
the Support section of the Philips Strand Lighting website at www.strandlighting.com.
This version of software not only resolves reported issues but advances the NEO family with
additional features. There are dozens of fixes and improvements in this version.
Register for this software upgrade at www.strandlighting.com to be alerted to future
upgrades.
Below is a description of some of the improvements and history of changes in this software
release. All information, features, and software updates are included in this release – Version
3.8.2.97.
Version 3.8.2.11
- Fixed Layout quick access bar not refreshing after a show load.
- Added support in the layout manager for the option to open multiple submaster and
shortcut windows.
- Fixed potential critical command line error updating a palette if the fixture has been
swapped in patch.
- Fixed one shot FX used in cues converting all attributes to cue control rather than just the
attributes that are used in the FX.
- Fixed CUE PLAYBACK {number} {cue number} command setting the starting cue of a playback
resulting in it always starting from that cue after a reset.
- Fixed possible crash in the FX library control window when removing a page.
- Added option to import a cue list from a CSV file
- Fixed fixture editor save progress indicator potentially hiding during the save operation.
- A second press on a group select button will no longer apply the group if the selection
shortcut is 0.
- Fixed fixture editor not closing while notifying the main software of a fixture change.
- Fixed potential shutdown crash caused by log file system not closing correctly.
- Fixed potential crash if a channel patch is cleared that is running in a profile FX
- Fixed possible crash setting or unsetting the mark flag on a cue from the cue list window.
- Fixed possible shutdown crash caused by channel memory cleanup before the FX system is
shutdown.
- Fixed possible crash recording over cue 0 if this is the only cue that exists.
- Fixed registration system so that "unpatched" (patched to dimmer 0) channels do not count
toward the used channel count.
- If a bug report is not saved or sent then it will now automatically save itself to the same
location as the other log files.
- Prevented the system from having orphaned link cue numbers. If a linked cue number is
deleted, then the link will automatically be cleaned up.
- Fixed memory corruption and potential crash after undoing a cue record or update.
- Fixed possible database key violation when saving magic sheets.
- Fixed @ {attribute} not working.
- Fixed Smart Block recording blocked values for attributes. Smart Block should only block the
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dimmer.
- Fixed setting intensity timing not working.
Version 3.8.2.13
- Added current log file and any saved bug reports to the show file and NPS files.
- Blocking or unblocking a cue no longer releases channels or clear the selection.
- Fixed updating or recording HOME palette incorrectly including the intensity data.
- Fixed classic channel grid now showing correct level color of exclusively held channels after a
cue is run.
- If PART # is on the command line and TIME or DELAY is pressed the command line will now
auto populate with CUE # to ensure the command completes correctly.
Version 3.8.2.15
- Fixed holding the plus key down while moving the encoder incorrectly resulting in the +
being added to the command line.
- Fixed RECORD SUB or RECORD + Submaster bump not using the default submaster record
mode.
- Group recording logic to auto set the dimmer if all recording channels are off is no longer
applied to recording of submasters.
- Fixed importing from another show file not refreshing the auto groups (position, purpose
and color).
- Fixed importing groups from another show not importing the "Release" option.
- Added scheduled task to the show file import feature.
- Added external triggers to the show file import feature.
- Fixed one shot FXs in cues being incorrectly removed from the cue when the cue is updated
and the FX has finished running.
- Fixed introduced bug in parser when applying levels without a proceeding channel list and
only sub fixtures selected.
- Fixed possible crash if using console keys in a modal window when the input mode is set to
groups.
- Added the ability to UPDATE + bump the layout quick access bar.
- Fixed blind views not showing the correct state if a block cue has a deliberate hole allowing
data to track through.
Version 3.8.2.19
- Fixed possible crash when pressing a rotation control encoder to swap between indexed and
continuous rotation.
- Fixed pressing the rotation control encoder to swap between indexed and continuous
rotation not correctly remembering the previous rotation setting.
- Fixed UPDATE UTILITY palettes not working.
- Fixed updating a cue on a channel where a previous block has a hole for this channel would
not take the update.
- Fixed color coding issue jumping to a cue after a block that contains a hole. The new level
would potentially show incorrectly as a redundant value.
- Channel cache will no longer load the startup state if the system is connected as a remote.
- Fixed attribute family tabs potentially being out of order in the fixture control tab of the
sidebar.
- Fixed possible extra redundant digit when displaying some floating point numbers (e.g. 0.3
would display as 0.30).
- Changed the wording of menu option in palette windows to "Virtual Palettes Active" check
option.
- When "Virtual Palettes Active" is turned off the system will no longer apply a virtual palette
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if the channel does not exists in the palette even if some of the selected channels are in the
palette.
- Fixed COPY FROM command when copying between different fixture types not correctly
identifying the palette type filters.
- Fixed updating cue time not automatically adjusting the fade out of FXs in the previous cue.
- Fixed copying cues not correctly copying the mark flag.
- Copying cues now removes automatically redundant data
- New fixture library - Rev 49 - 17th Apr 2018
Version 3.8.2.22
- Added ability to replace the cue number in the CUE command with RANDOM to pick a
random cue in the cue list.
- Fixed RECORD + Palette bump overwriting existing palettes if the name given matches
existing. Palette ID is now given priority over the name.
- Fixed classic view not showing correct position FX color.
- Added range checking to setting special shortcuts.
- Fixed channel detail window not resetting its position when changing cues resulting in the
new channel list scrolled beyond the last channel.
- When a backup file is restored the NetClient table is now cleared to ensure no accidental
remote connections are established. This is the same system used by the remote file sync for
tracking backups.
- Fixed pressing the cue BACK on a paused cue on a remote system will cause the cues to get
out of sync and the wrong cue will run.
- Fixed issue of profiles not syncing between remote systems.
- Add ability to delete a shortcut using command line DELETE SC {number}
Version 3.8.2.24
- Fixed possible crash in FX editor selecting a timeline FX that has a frame rate assigned.
- Removed automatic crash handling around parser. Bug reports generated by the parser will
now trigger the standard crash reporting dialog.
- Fixed memory corruption when checking the channel state matches the patched fixture.
- Fixed possible FX continuing to run when exiting a cue. This can occur after updating a cue
where an FX is added and its the only FX in the cue.
- Fixed FX library tab still showing as having active library FXs after doing a RECORD or UPDATE
that includes FXs.
- Change text message in exception handler.
Version 3.8.2.26
- If the software installer is aborted the system will now restart the control panel.
- changed cue save routine to use new UPDATE OR INSERT method. This removes the double
operation of deleting and inserting a new record.
- Fixed possible crash resuming running FXs after a patch operation.
- Fixed possible locked file when importing a LW file with an unmatched header.
- Fixed import of LW files to recognize header with "Address" instead of "Dimmer".
- Fixed possible crash with dimmer patch command "0 @ {enter}".
- Fixed possible crash in the dimmer patch window cause by race condition with the fixture
control window.
- Fixed fixture control window still showing previously patched fixtures if selected before
entering patch.
- Fixed show name being incorrectly truncated if multiple dots are used in the file name when
removing the file extension.
- Fixed mouse wheel scrolling both the sidebar cue list and the channel grid when trying to
scroll only the sidebar.
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- Fixed blind mode color coding of channels not operating at DMX resolution resulting in data
appearing redundant when their DMX levels are different in the cues.
- Fixed doing command line record with the keyboard potentially added "TEXT" to the
beginning of the description.
Version 3.8.2.28
- Added additional logging information so that commands are tagged as remote, blind or live.
- Added additional logic to PAGE key press to improve context sensitivity.
- Fixed ML view not correctly scrolling to the selected fixture.
- Channel color indicators now include additional non primary (RGB) colors.
- Added warning to the appearance tab that changes on that tab can be overridden by a
default layout.
Version 3.8.2.30
- Fixed introduced bug where setting blind values displaying incorrectly.
- Fixed deleted channels when updating a cue potentially snapping back to their pre-update
value.
- Fixed selecting from the already patched fixtures combo box taking a long time to find the
fixture (dimmer patch window).
Version 3.8.2.33
- Fixed ML view attempting to find and scroll to every selected channel potentially slowing
down the selection process.
- Fixed new scroll thumb not returning to the top row if the grid does not have a header.
- Additional updates to translation files for hard-coded text.
- Added French language files.
- Fixed COPY FROM {next/last} not added the next or last channel from the selection.
- Further enhancements for importing LW6 files.
Version 3.8.2.35
- Additional updates to translation files for hard-coded text.
- Fixed color coding issue related to submaster and cue data overlapping.
- When the main system loads a new show file it will now notify all remotes to close their
show.
- Fixed unexpected value being set using the UP/DOWN keys or level wheel when the last
control item is a submaster set to build.
Version 3.8.2.38
- Changed RDM window to disable the device grid while discovery is happening to avoid
possible conflict with a user performing an RDM command while this is happening.
- Fixed introduced bug where ON, FULL and OUT would not autocomplete on the command
line.
- Fixed submaster wing needing to have capsense turned off to operate.
- Additional updates to translation files for hard-coded text.
- Added option to record console keystroke events in the macro editor (default on). This
option can be toggled in the right click (long press) options of the macro editor.
Version 3.8.2.41
- Added SHIFT support to the new keystroke macro system.
- Added exception handler to print preview in the cue list window.
- When loading a show, the live channel grid will now scroll back to the top to avoid
potentially being scrolled past the last channel.
- Fixed auxiliary ML views not updating after a patch change.
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- Improved the auto-scrolling of the ML view when this view is grouped by fixture type.
- Added a button to the macro window to turn on/off "Console Edit" mode for recording

keystroke macros.
- Fixed bug that would prevent running keystroke macros from the MACRO command line.
- Fixed various bugs in the new keystroke macros.
Version 3.8.2.51
- Fixed live view refresh issue after loading a show with a default layout.
- Fixed possible crash introduced by changes to the ML view auto-scroll feature.
- Fixed race condition that could cause some recording macro to not work.
- Added macro command "SHOW MESSAGE" for a macro to prompt the user with a dialog box.
- Fixed new macro functionality not working inside of the LOOP/LOOP END command.
- Standard dialogs can now be moved up and down by clicking and dragging anywhere in the
dialog band.
- Fixed possible lockup with new keystroke macros if a sleep command is used (keystrokes
must run in main thread).
Version 3.8.2.53
- Added exception handling for when a remote main system unexpectedly becomes
unavailable.
- Fixed possible crash if some keys are pressed on the console when there is no active control.
- When reloading the show file after a fixture update the system will now force a refresh of
the fixture control window.
- Additional updates to translation files for hard-coded text.
Version 3.8.2.59
- Fixed macro window not clearing out the last macro (edit panel) after creating a new show.
- Fixed virtual console not working with the new macro learn functions.
- Macro editor - Pressing the "Open Detail" button will now put this into "learn" mode.
- Macro editor - Pressing the "Close" button when in console learn mode will now turn this off.
Pressing a second time will close the window. If the close button functionality is required in
the macro it can be added from the PC keyboard by typing "[CLOSE]".
- Fixed "Console Edit" button not showing red after being pressed while the mouse is still over
the button.
- Fixed tracking backup outputting DMX (Ethernet protocols) during the startup of the system
resulting in a DMX conflict until the system is connected to the main system.
- Fixed record group dialog not correctly assigning the palette types record options when
updating a group.
- Fixed record group dialog not finding the group to update using the group number when set.
Version 3.8.2.61
- Fixed recording over a submaster acting like an update and automatically releasing the
channels.
- Added command line "SUB # COPY FROM #" to copy submasters.
- Added command line "GROUP # COPY FROM #" to copy groups.
- Fixed "SUB # TEXT {label}" not working.
- Reduced encoder push time for changing gobo rotation or setting the attribute onto the
command line.
- Fixed bug preventing the rotation attribute encoder going from stopped to CCW for some
fixtures.
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Version 3.8.2.63
- Fixed bug that would allow columns in the cue list window to be moved into the reserved
position 1.
- Fixed potential for a restored show file to lock the database so that it can’t be saved.
Version 3.8.2.74
- Fixed chase FXs set to random playback potentially ignoring fade out times if a step is run
while still fading out.
- Fixed possible crash when fixtures are selected in the live view and then removed in patch.
- Fixed possible crash trying to run a deleted library FX due to the library FX window not
refreshing when undocked.
- Fixed possible crash using new CUE RANDOM command.
- Fixed blind mode @ Att family{enter} only applying to the first attribute in the family.
- Fixed "Edit Palette Types" window not restoring settings when closing and selection not to
save changes.
- Fixed cue notes window not using standard dialogs that respond to console keys.
- Fixed THRU keyword being able to be duplicated on the command line with multiple
presses.
- Fixed gobo rotation bug when going from stopped to CW or CCW if the CW values are less
than CCW.
- Fixed possible crash in new fixture type exchange when cue data has mismatching fixture
data.
- Fixed new fixture type exchange grid refresh issue.
- Fixed bug that resulted in cue data not being saved after a channel is moved, copied or
swapped.
- Fixed potential crash loading an existing show related to updating the cue playback
hardware during the cue runner loading.
- Fixed "Cue Record Increment" able to incorrectly set to 0.
- Fixed moving from the master fixture to a sub fixture not correctly applying the sub fixtures
encoder page.
- Fixed command line panel not being restored if using the patch window full screen and then
loading a show.
Version 3.8.2.78
- Fixed FX Playbacks not displaying on startup if docked.
- Fixed potential joystick control of selected channels on startup.
- Fixed possible shutdown crash closing the remote comms.
- Fixed classic grid being scrolled out of view if the startup view mode is magic sheet and the
view is then switched to grid view.
- Fixed matrix editor incorrectly saving all matrices to a new show if opened.
- Fixed FX window not closing from the CLOSE button when maximized to full screen.
- Moved execution of startup macro to the end of the network post startup code.
Version 3.8.2.97
- Fixed possible crash deleting VN patch information.
- Fixed pulling values live on a remote console excluding changes made form a mobile remote.
- Fixed possible blackout during restart.
- Fixed remote systems not restoring their state on restart.
- Vision.Net Preset 0 will now release channels in the associated room.
- Fixed potential task scheduler bug that would cause negative time to be calculated for fixed
time events.
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- Fixed remote connection issue where a system could potentially not add its address to the
NetClient table.
- Added "CONFIRM" keyword to the GROUP command to auto confirm any dialogs that may
be shown.
- Fixed possible crash deleting a group from a remote system.
Firmware Version:
DMX Board: V1.28.101 for full size card
DMX Board: V1.28.102 for mini card
Playback Board: V1.22.2
Wing Control: V1.1.12
Rack Display: V1.0.4

Encoder Board: V1.7.2
Program Board: V1.22.2
Wing Display: V1.1.5
DMX Mini Board: V1.31.105

Note: The DMX card also contains the MIDI/SMPTE chip. The DMX Board firmware is V1.28.59 while the MIDI/SMPTE
chip firmware is Vx.xx.102.

Contact Information
For assistance, please contact Strand Lighting technical support at 1.800.4.STRAND or
1.214.647.7880.
NEO Console OS Software Installation
To install or update NEO OS, follow these simple instructions…
Step 1: Download the current upgrade file (file name example: Neo_Setup_3_X_X_XX.exe)
from the Strand Lighting website (www.strandlighting.com)
Step 2: Copy the software onto a USB key.
Step 3: Plug the USB key into the console.
Step 4: On the console, open the Control Panel (More > Control Panel).

Example only. Actual version may vary.
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Step 5: Go to the Maintenance environment and select “Update NEO Software”. The updated
will look for the latest version of the software both on the hard drive first and then any USB
key. Confirm that it is the right version. If it’s not the right version, then check the hard drive
and remove any old version that exists or correct the version that is on the inserted USB key.

Step 6: On the console, the User Account Control dialogue will box will appear.
Step 7: Confirm the program name is the correct version of software and click “Yes”.
Step 8: The NEO software installation screen will appear. Click “Next” and follow all prompts
to install the software.

Example only. Actual version may vary.
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Step 9: The console will need to reboot to complete the installation.
Note: If you have not already done so, be sure to register to receive updates and product
information notifications.
Have Questions? Need Assistance?
Contact Strand Lighting Technical Support at 1.800.4.STRAND (North America) or
1.214.647.7880 (International).
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